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Quantum-ConfinedStark Effect in Single CdSe
NanocrystalliteQuantum Dots
S. A. Empedocles and M. G. Bawendi*
The quantum-confined Stark effect in single cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanocrystallite
quantum dots was studied. The electric field dependence of the single-dot spectrum is
characterized by a highly polarizable excited state (-1 05 cubic angstroms, compared to
typical molecular values of order 10 to 100 cubic angstroms), in the presence of randomly
oriented local electric fields that change over time. These local fields result in spontaneous spectral diffusion and contribute to ensemble inhomogeneous broadening. Stark
shifts of the lowest excited state more than two orders of magnitude larger than the
linewidth were observed, suggesting the potential use of these dots in electro-optic
modulation devices.

Optical switches are a.key component in
many optical computing and fiber-optic
communicationdesigns. In particular,devices basedon the quantum-confinedStark
effect (QCSE) in quantumwells (QWs)
have proven useful in manyoptical modulation applications (1). In these devices,
quantum confinement in one dimension
allows the formation of excitonic states
with electricfield inducedStarkshiftsmany
times greaterthan the electron-holebinding energy(1). As a result,the Starkeffect
in QWs is significantlyenhancedrelativeto
that in bulk materials. Quantum dots
(QDs), the zero-dimensionalanalog of
QWs, representthe ultimate in semiconductor-based quantum-confined systems
(2). Narrowtransitionlinewidthsinherent
in QDs (3-5), coupled with large Stark
shifts, should result in electro-opticmodulation devices with even greaterefficiency.
NanocrystalliteQDs synthesizedas colloids are a particularlyflexible materialfor
such QD heterostructures.In particular,
CdSe nanocrystalliteQDs, with a bandgap
tunablethroughoutthe visible range,have
been extensively studied as a prototypical
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QD system.These dots can be synthesized
in macroscopic-quantities with diameters
that are tunableduringsynthesis(6). They
are easily incorporatedinto a variety of
insulatingand conductingpolymersas well
as thin films of bulk semiconductors(7).
They can also be manipulatedinto closepacked glassy thin films (8) and ordered
three-dimensionalarrays(9).
In addition to possible device applications, the QCSE can be used to probethe
natureof the excited states in QDs. Delocalized exciton states within the QD core
shouldbe highly polarizable,whereaslocalizedsurfacetrapstatesshouldhave a strong
dipole character.Spectralbroadening,due
to structuraland environmentalinhomogeneities,has generallycomplicatedthe interpretation of ensemble optical studies, including Stark measurements.For example,
although the presence of an excited-state
dipolehas been suggestedin ensembleStark
absorption studies (10), nearly identical
Starkdatahave also been interpretedwithout the need for a polarstate (11).
The elimination of inhomogeneous
broadeningthroughsingleQD spectroscopy
has allowed many fundamentalobservations in recent years(3-5, 12-14). In this
report,we use fluorescencemicroscopyto
study the QCSE in single CdSe nanocrys-
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tallite QDs of varying sizes.
Five sample sizes were studied. The QDs
were synthesized as in (6), with average
radii of 22, 24, 26, 29, and 37.5 A. The 37.5
A sample was further divided, and half of
the sample was overcoated with a -6 A
layer of ZnS (15). The 24 A sample was also
overcoated with ZnS. We applied electric
fields by using photolithographically patterned Ti-Au electrodes on a crystalline
quartz substrate. The electrodes were patterned in an interdigitated design with an
interelectrode spacing of 5 vm and a height
of 1200 A. A dilute solution of QDs in
hexane was placed over the electrodes and
was immediately wicked from the surface,
leaving only a small number of dots adsorbed to the substrate. Spectra were taken
from dots located midway between adjacent
electrodes to ensure a uniform electric field
(16). We took single dot spectra at 10 K
using a far-field epifluorescence microscope
[described elsewhere (3)] with 514-nm excitation from an Ar+ laser.
In a series of emission spectra taken from
the same single dot with the applied electric
field either on or off (Fig. IA), a single peak
corresponding to the zero phonon line
(ZPL) can be observed shifting between two
distinct energies in response to the field.
This shift is highly reproducible and results
in a change in energy that is 15 times
greater than the observed, resolution-limited linewidth and more than two orders of
magnitude greater than the linewidths previously reported for the emitting state (3).
Although the first absorbing state has not
yet been characterized for single CdSe QDs,
even conservative estimates based on ensemble measurements suggest that this shift
is approximately an order of magnitude
greater than the width of this state (17).
Under a range of electric fields, the peak
shifts continuously over more than 60 meV
(Fig. iB). The slight change in zero-field
energy over the series is due to spontaneous
spectral diffusion (3, 12, 13). Shifts as large
as 75 meV were observed in dots from this
sample. These shifts are comparableto room-
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temperaturelinewidths(14), suggestingthe
potentialfor use in noncryogenicdevices.
A plot of Starkshift as a functionof field
for this series(Fig. 1C) can be fit with the
sum of a linear and quadraticfunction of
field, indicatingthe presenceof both polar
and polarizablecharacterin the emitting
state
1
AE = ALt+ - oti + ...

(

whereE is the energyof the transition,e is
the appliedelectric field, and p, and a are
projectionsof the excited-statedipole and
polarizability,respectively, along the applied field (18). Although a polar component was suggestedin ensembleabsorption
studies(10), Starkshifts in ensembleemission were found to be purelyquadraticin
the applied field (19). This finding is in
contrastwith our single dot observations.
A seriesof 11 consecutivespectraof the
samesingle dot underdifferentfield conditions is shown in Fig. 2A. After an intemal
shift in the sixth framedue to spontaneous
spectraldiffusion,thereis a clearincreasein
the magnitudeof the responseto a given
appliedfield. The observedchange is unlikely to be the resultof QD reorientation
on the substratesurface,which should be
extremelyslow at 10 K. In addition,similar
changes were observedfor dots embedded
in a polymer matrix, where movement
shouldbe quenched.
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In Fig.2B, 100 consecutivespectraof the induceddipole.However,the componentof
same dot are tabulated.Distinctchangesin the dipole measuredalong the extemally
the zero-fieldpositionare observed.Accom- appliedfield is nearlynonexistent.
panyingeachof theseshiftsis a corresponding Within a given sample,we observeda
changein the responseto the appliedfield. rangeof valuesforboth the polarizability
and
The most dramaticchange occurs at -26
the excited-statedipole.Variationsin polarmin, wherethe state changesfromhavinga izabilitymay be due to differencesin size,
stronglinear (dipole) component(shifts to shape, and orientationof individualdots.
both higherandlowerenergies)to havingan Differencesin the measuredexcited-statediextremelysmallor nonexistentlinearcompo- pole arelargelydueto a distributionof dipole
nent (shiftsto lowerenergyunderboth field orientationsrelativeto the appliedfield. A
polarities).This does not meanthat the ex- representative
sampleof foursingledot Stark
cited-statedipolehas disappeared,
only that seriesfromthe 29 A sampleis plottedin Fig.
the componentparallelto the appliedfield 4A. Consistent with ensemble measurehas decreased.The changesover time of the ments (19), the averagedipole component
observedexcited-statedipole, althoughnot goes to zeroover the distribution,yieldinga
precludingcontributionsfrom an intrinsic net quadraticshift (Fig. 4B). From these
asymmetryin structureor chargedensityin data,an averagepolarizability
of a = 2.38 x
the groundstate(20), showsthata significant 105 A3 is obtained(withu = 1.37x 1O5A3
portionof the excited-statedipoleresultsfrom for the distribution).This value is comparaan extrinsiceffect.
ble to the physicalvolumeof the nanocrysThe data in Fig. 2 suggesta relationbe- tallite(- 105A3) andmuchlargerthanthe
tween spectral diffusion and the QCSE. polarizabilityof more traditionalmolecules
25 A3). We can also
Spectrain Fig.3, A and B, demonstratethe (for anthracenea
similaritiesbetween shifts due to spectral extractthe averagemagnitudeof the excitdiffusionand those inducedby an applied ed-statedipole (88.3 Debye).This dipole is
electric field. An identicalchange in pho- extremelylarge,comparableto an electron
non couplingwith shift characterizesboth and hole separatedby two-thirdsof the
spectraldiffusionand the single dot Stark nanocrystalliteradius.
effect (Fig.3C). Phononcouplingis a meaThe observed,variable,excited-statedisureof the overlapof electronandhole wave pole is consistentwith a highly polarizable
functionsand shouldbe sensitiveto changes excited state in the presence of a strong,
in polarizationof the exciton. The observed changing,local electricfield:
similaritiessuggestthat local electric fields
(2)
kind = a4in,
are the causeof spectraldiffusion.
Althoughan increasein the localelectric where int is the intemalelectricfield resultfield shouldresultin a loweremissionener- ing fromany localfields,and pind is the
gy, thereneed not be a correlationbetween excited-statedipole induced by tin. The
the directionof a spectraldiffusionshiftand magnitudeof the intemal field extractedin
the change in measureddipole moment all samples(_4105 V/cm) impliesextensive
along the appliedextemal field. For exam- statemixingnearthe bandedge,withpotenple, in Fig. 2B the spectrumat 30 min is tially seriousimplicationsregardingthe curred-shiftedfromthat at 22 min, suggestinga rent understandingof the electronicstruclargerlocal field and thereforea largertotal turein these QDs (21). This conclusionhas
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Fig. 1. Single QD Stark spectra. (A) Emission
spectra of a single QD from the 37.5 A ZnS-overcoated sample under conditions of altemating
electric field. Frames indicate the applied field in
kilovolts per centimeter. (B) Seventeen spectra of
the same single dot under a range of electric
fields. Frames indicate the applied field in kilovolts
per centimeter and the magnificationof the y axis.
(C) Plot of Stark shift versus electric field for the
spectra in (B). The line represents a fit to the sum

Fig. 2. Influence of spectral diffusion on the.
QCSE of a single QD. (A)
Eleven consecutive 30-s
^
emission spectra of a .4
single dot from the 37.5
AZnS-overcoated sample using a sequence n
of zero, negative, zero,
positive electric fields.
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also been reachedon the basisof ensemble
nonlinear optical teclhniques,wh-erestate
mixingwas observeddirectly(20).
Th-eobservedlocal electricfieldsmaybe
the resultof clhargecarrierson or near the
of tlheQD. Photoionizationhas been
suLrface
proposed as tlle source of fluorescence inter-

mitteicy in single CdSe QDs at roomtemperature (14). Ph-otoionizationleaves a
chargedQD core that may not relaxradiafurtherexcitation.Emissionretively Lupon
sUmeswhen tlhecore is neutralizedby the
returnof tlheejectedcharge.A similaron-off
behavior was observed at liquid helium temperatuLres
(3, 13). At 10 K, however, there is
little thermal energy to promote the return
of an external clharge.Instead, neutralization
may occur tlhroughan additional ionization
event, resulting in an emitting QD in the
presence of a potentially large and randomly
oriented local electric field.
The presence of such fields in ensemble
samples represents an additional form of
inhomogeneouls

broadening that vill not be
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series,revealsa roughlysquareroot dependence, consistentwith this model (Fig.3D).
A similartrend in peak width with shift
resultingfrom spectraldiffusionis not expected. In our model, spectral diffusion
shifts arise from a change in the charge
distributionaround the QD. As a consecllarges, could result in changes in both the quence,a changein the extent of A\j, may
zero-fieldenergy and the excited-statedi- also be expected,and it is these local flucpole of a single QD. This is consistentwith tuationsthat give rise to the observedlinethe observationsshown in Fig. 2. The mag- widths. It is thereforenot possible to prenitude of spectral diffusion shifts implies dict the effect of a spectraldiffusionshift
variationsin the local field on the orderof on the linewidth of a single dot spectrum.
The increase in average polarizability
105 to 106 V/cm (unscreened)and is consistent with the additionor removalof an with size (Fig.4C) is consistentwith ensemelectron fromthe surfaceof the QD.
ble measurements
(19) andwith the increase
Small fluctujationsin the local field in volumeof the QDs.The observedincrease
may result from oscillationsof an in excited-statedipolewith size (Fig.4D) is
(A\jij
externalchargebetweentrapstates.The re- a result of the corresponding increase in
The internalelectricfield acsuIlting small spectral shifts have been impli- polarizability.
catedas a sourceof singleQD line broaden- tually decreases with size (Fig. 4D). This
ing (3). The total width of a spectralpeak resultis consistentwith an increasein the
[W(AE)]is thereforedependenton the range distanceof an externalchargefromthe cenover which the spectrum shifts in response to ter of the exciton wave function.
local field variations.The inherentsquared
To reinforcethis result,we also studied
dependenceof the QCSE on electricfield
the 37.5 A ZnS-overcoatedsample. The
measuredvaluesof the polarizabilityfor the
AE = at(gj, + (apptied)
(3) 37.5
A standardand overcoated samples
means that the width of a "spectraldiffu- were statisticallyidentical, consistent with
sion-broadened"peak will depend on the minimaldelocalizationof the exciton into
the ZnS shell (15). At the same time, a
total field present:
significantdecreasein the excited-statediX(XE) = 2aO((j, + (apptied)4(int
(4) pole
was observed.This resultis consistent
Under an appliedfield, shiftsto higheren- with the idea that the ZnS shell forces
ergy (lower total field) shouldthereforebe externalchargesto residefartherfrom the
accompaniedby narrowerspectral peaks. exciton wave function,while simultaneousThis effectis clearlyobservedin Fig.1B (22). ly screeninglocal externalfields and acting
The final frameof Fig. lB shows that this as a barrierto furtherionization(14).
These electricfieldstudiesof singleCdSe
broadeningis a reversibleeffect of the electric field and not a degradationof the QD nanocrystalliteQDs have revealedboth postructure.A plot of peakwidthas a frmnction lar and polarizablecharacterin the lowest
of shift, taken from a subsequentvoltage excitedstate.The polarcomponenthas been
eliminatedby improvementsin samplesize
and shape distribution.Instead, modifications of the ionizationbarrier(15), changes
in the surroundingmatrix,or both, may be
required.
Additional ionizationor recombination
events, as well as relocalizationof external
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Fig. 3. Stark shift versus spectral diffusion. (A)
Eight sequential 1 -min emission spectra of a single QD shifting as a result of spontaneous spectral diffusion in the absence of an applied electric
field (3). Frames indicate magnification of the y
axis. (B) Stark series for a single QD from the 24
A ZnS-overcoated sample. Frames indicate applied field in kilovolts per centimeter. (C) Phonon
coupling versus shift for Stark data (closed circles) and spontaneous spectral diffusion (open
triangles). Phonon coupling is measured as the
ratio of the integrated intensity of the one longitudinal optical phonon line to the ZPL. (D) Linewidth of a single dot emission spectrum versus
shift from the zero-field position in response to
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attributedto an excited-statedipole moment, inducedby the presenceof local electricfields.Thesefields,whichvaryovertime
and producespontaneousspectraldiffusion,
are thoughtto result,in part,fromthe presence of chargecarrierson or near the QD
surface.
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The threonine-glycine (Thr-Gly) encoding repeat within the clock gene period of Drosophila melanogaster is polymorphic in length. The two major variants (Thr-Gly)17 and
(Thr-Gly)20 are distributed as a highly significant latitudinal cline in Europe and North
Africa. Thr-Gly length variation from both wild-caught and transgenic individuals is
related to the flies' ability to maintain a circadian period at different temperatures. This
phenomenon provides a selective explanation for the geographical distribution of Thr-Gly
lengths and gives a rare glimpse of the interplay between molecular polymorphism,
behavior, population biology, and natural selection.

The clock gene period(per) in Drosophila ies revealedthat Thr-Glyrepeatlength cois an essential component of evolves with the immediateflankingamino
melanogaster
circadian rhythmicity,and its product is acids (9, 10). If selection is shapingvariainvolved in a negative autoregulatory
feed- tion in the repetitiveregion,then the Thrback loop with the Timeless protein [re- Gly cline in Europeimplicatestemperature
viewedin (1)]. The pergene has a repetitive as a possibleselective agent.
region, which encodes alternatingpairsof
Therefore,we studied the temperature
predominantlythreonine-glycine,but also responsesof natural Thr-Glylength variserine-glycinedipeptidepairs (2). This re- ants, which have the sequencesshown in
petitive regionis conservedin the mamma- Fig. 1 (11). Forsimplicity,the (Thr-Gly)17c
lian per homolog, suggestingthat it may allele, which has the downstream(Thrplay an importantfunctionalrole in circa- Gly)2 deletion, is referred to as (Thrdian phenotypes (3). However, the only Gly)15. The Ser-to-Phereplacementis the
role assignedfor the Thr-Gly region is to only amino acid polymorphismthat has
convey the species-specificcharacteristics been encounteredin the immediateflankof the ultradianmale courtshipsong cycle ing regionssurroundingthe repeatin European ( 1) and other populations(12).
(4).
Within naturalpopulationsof D. melaFree-running
circadianlocomotoractivinogasterand D. simulans,the Thr-Gly re- ty rhythmsof males from 37 differentatpeat is polymorphicin length (5). In D. tached-Xlines, whose per-carrying
X chromelanogaster,
Thr-Gly alleles that encode mosomes originatedfrom eight European
14, 17, 20, and 23 dipeptidepairs [termed andNorthAfricanlocalities,wereexamined
(Thr-Gly)14, (Thr-Gly)17, and so on] make at 180 and 29?C (Table 1) (13). A further
up about99%of Europeanvariants(6). The attached-Xline whose originalmale carried
(Thr-Giy)17 and (Thr-Gly)20 alleles are the (Thr-Gly)23allele from the American
distributedas a highlysignificantlatitudinal Canton-S laboratorystrainwas also added.
cline, with high occurrencesof the former This Thr-Glyhaplotypeis also foundin Euobserved in the southern Mediterranean ropeanpopulations(11). The resultsbased
and the latter predominatingin northern on spectralanalysis(14) are presentedin
Europe(6). In both D. melanogaster
and D. Table 1 and Fig. 2, A and B. Similarresults
simulans,analysesof intraspecificThr-Gly were obtainedwith autocorrelation(Table
haplotypesaimedat testing neutralmodels 1) (15), but are not presentedin detail.
suggestthat the repetitiveregionsareunder Two-way analysisof variance (ANOVA),
selection (7, 8). Furthermore,
severalstud- performedwith the 38 linesandtemperature
as the variables,gave significantLine and
Temperaturex Line interactions (P <
L. A. Sawyer, J. M. Hennessy, A. A. Peixoto, E. Rosato,
H. Parkinson, C. P. Kyriacou, Department of Genetics,
0.01), and further ANOVA of the data
Universityof Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK.
pooled into genotypesalso gave significant
R. Costa, Dipartimentodi Biologia, Universitadi Padova,
GenotypeandTemperaturex GenotypeinVia Trieste 75, 35121 Padova, Italy.
teraction(both P < 0.001). Plannedcom*These authors contributed equally to this work.
parisonsrevealed that six of the 38 lines
tPresent address: Departamento de Bioquimica e Biologia Molecular Fundacao Oswaldo Cruz, Avenue Brasil, showed significant period differencesbe4365-Manquinhos, CEP 21045-900, Rio de Janeiro,
tween the two temperatures,whereasnine
Brazil.
tTo whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: were significantlydifferent when periods
cpk@leicester ac. uk
were determinedwith autocorrelation(Ta-
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